English (reading and writing)

Maths

Other activities

1.

1. Comprehension – information text
RWI.HBS guided reading – 1 star
CH guided reading – 2 star
KM guided reading – 3 star

Reading co-ordinates
Choose the correct level for you
2. Reading co-ordinates
3. Answers

2.

Planning an information text
4. Planning sheet
Choose something that interests you.
Here are some ideas:
 Animals
 Sport
 Countries
 People
CH English – 3 headings
HBS/KM English – 4-5 headings
Conduct some research and decide on
the order. Use the comprehension task
for yesterday for ideas.
Writing an information text
7. Check list and first draft
Turn your planning into sentences. See
the checklist for your English group to
see what you could include.
Editing and improving an information
text
Step 1 – check for spelling and grammar
errors
Step 2 – improvements (use the
checklist for ideas)

Times tables
https://ttrockstars.com/
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/mathsgames/hit-the-button

Music
Mrs Adams has added some
new tasks to Churanga. Your
login details have been emailed
to you.
PSHE
6. Support network web
Think about the people in your
life that can support you. You
may go to different people for
different things. These could be
people in your house, family
that lives far away, people from
school or emergency services.

Neat version of an information text
12. Template (if you like)
You can include:
Headings
Sub headings
Pictures
Glossary

Reflecting shapes
13. Reflecting shapes
Choose the correct level for you or work
your way through all of the questions.

3.

4.

5.

5. Ultimate times table test
This is the same as two weeks ago, see if
you can complete it quicker!

Plotting shapes
Choose the correct level for you
8. Emoji co-ordinates
9. Answers
Translating shapes
11. Translating shapes
Find your maths class and complete the
questions.
*Challenge*
KM complete HBS work
HBS complete CH work
CH see challenge on sheet

Geography
10. Plotting continents and
countries
*Challenge*
Plot the oceans and equator
Art
Drawing nature and landscapes
Choose something from nature
to draw, this could be a plant in
your garden or somewhere
lovely that you’ve been on a
walk to. You will find this easiest
if you are looking at what you
are drawing.
PE
14. Yoga cards
Have a go at some yoga. You can
use the cards or find a children’s
yoga video on YouTube. Send
some photos of your brilliant (or
wobbly) balances.

Keep an eye out for Mrs Morris’ Hive game at 11am every day on Spelling shed.

